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Welcome to the 2020 Women’s Leadership Forum
Kathy Kiely | President, The Ad Club

AGENDA

#ADCLUBWLF

AGENDA
2:00PM		

Intermission: Q&A With Deesha Dyer in the Speaker Q&A Lounge
SEGMENT 3

2:30PM

Carly Zakin & Danielle Weisberg | Co-Founders & CEOs, theSkimm
Presented by John Hancock
Moderator: Barbara Goose | CMO, John Hancock
It’s tough to find a working woman’s email inbox (seven million subscribers and counting…)
that hasn’t yet encountered theSkimm. Founded by college friends Carly and Danielle,
their goal is to “make it easier to live smarter” for millennials. They’ve had lots of eye-opening
moments on the way to success and are now navigating the new normal of our COVID
world. From sharing advice on being financially savvy, to successfully networking,
Carly and Danielle will share what you need to know now.

2:55PM		

Carol Leonnig | Pulitzer Prize-winning Reporter, The Washington Post;
Author, “A Very Stable Genius”
Interviewed by Ashley Parker | White House Reporter, The Washington Post
Many have reported on President Trump in recent years, but no one has gone inside the
“den of dysfunction” quite like Carol Leonnig. The reporter has spent her career covering
Washington, and the last 20 years at The Washington Post. The three-time Pulitzer Prizewinning investigative reporter most recently co-authored “A Very Stable Genius”, released
by Penguin Books in January 2020, which provided an inside look at the administration
that none had seen before.

3:20PM

Gina McCarthy | Former EPA Administrator; President & CEO, NRDC
It wasn’t until she left the EPA that her most important work for the environment truly
began. After leading the Environmental Protection Agency under Obama from 2013-2017,
Gina realized  she couldn’t stand idly by as it was gutted. She now leads the National
Resources Defense Council, an international environmental advocacy group made up
of 700 attorneys, scientists, advocates, and policy experts that fight against disastrous
environmental deregulation. Our environment is at the root of many of the world’s
challenges from economics to equality, and Gina will share her expert views on just what
we need to do to breathe a little easier.

3:35PM

Intermission
SEGMENT 4

4:00PM

DeMane Davis | Producer & Director, Netflix Series
“Self Made: Inspired by the Life of Madam C. J. Walker”
“Self Made” isn’t just the title of Demane’s most recent project, it’s a theme that runs through
her career as a creative. Reflecting on her growth from junior creative in advertising to
Hollywood producer and director, Demane had to carve a path in an industry with few other
black women whose footsteps she could follow. She’ll share the key to her success and what
it has taken to make it this far; namely, why attitude and outlook are so important.

4:20PM

Alondra Bobadilla | Boston’s Youth Poet Laureate
Accompanied by Grace Kelly | Musician & Composer
We are closing out the Women’s Leadership Forum on a high note! Alondra is a charismatic
17-year old and Boston’s first Youth Poet Laureate, who uses her poetry to examine social issues
that impact her community, and as a way to speak up about changes she wants to see.
Alondra will debut her poem “The Veil”, written specially for The Women’s Leadership Forum.
Performing with Alondra will be Grace Kelly, the award-winning musician, who has composed
an accompanying piece on Saxophone.

